Abstract. In order to solve some defects of single deep neural network in Chinese entity Relationship Extraction task, a hybrid neural network entity relationship extraction model is designed and implemented in this paper. The model combines convolution network and bidirectional GRU model with a unified architecture, by defining varisized regional list embedding, it produces nonobjective feature representations of word vectors in distinction positions, and it has only Chinese character vectors and Chinese character word vectors, without position embedding. The laboratory findings show that our method is very effective on the Chinese corpus ACE2005 dataset about entities extraction task.
Introduction
Aiming at the problem that the traditional CNN model ignores the text context and leads to the lack of text semantics, a convolution layer improvement algorithm is proposed in this paper. By stripping the convolution layer from the CNN model, the convolution layer structure is improved, by defining a varisized sizes regional list embedding, and producing nonobjective feature representation of word vectors at imparity locations, which results in more accurate feature representation by fusing multiple local features, and position vectors aren't required.
Related Work
Many researchers have putted forward to a number of solid relational extraction methods based on deep neural networks.
Liu et al. [1] is first team who used convolution neural network to automatically learn sentence representation for relational classification tasks, the characteristics of lexical features, lexicality and so on are added to the model, their model get F1 value in the corpus ACE2005 dataset, and exceed the kernel function method 9%. Dong-xu Zhang et al. [2] used RNN to get varisized location feature by training corpus. Zhang [3] proposed using bidirectional long short-term memory network(Bi-LSTM) to build whole sentences extract model, this model used many features, include NLP tools and lexical resources, POS, NER and so on, of course, it achieved the state-of-the-art result.
In order to make full use of the competitive advantages of existing neural networks, Sun ziyang et al. [4] also used Bi-LSTM to model sentence dependency shortest path, and this model use out of CNN as input of LSTM to train the model. This method took full comprehensive advantage of Bi-LSTM model and the CNN model, because Bi-LSTM is good at capturing distance mutual relationship, while CNN can capture the local flat characteristics of sentences.
In view of above research, we propose a method for Chinese entity relationship extraction based on bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (RLE-BiGRU), it is a new means by defining a new vector (RLE). Experiments result is F1-score of 85.3% on the Chinese corpus ACE2005 dataset, which shows the validity of the work in this paper for the Chinese entity relations extraction.
Model
In this section we introduce our RLE-BiGRU model in detail. Figure 1 is the model photograph. Our model has six constituent parts:
(1) Input layer: input corpus, include sentence and Chinese character and Chinese vocabulary is to be tokenized; (2) Embedding layer: map Chinese character and Chinese vocabulary within origin sentence into a low dim express; (3) CNN: to get forward a single step local features by using express of step (2); (4) Bi-GRU: to build higher level global sentences express and Chinese character and Chinese vocabulary local express within this sentences from step (3); (5) Word-level attention layer: merge word-level features and character-level features from each time step to get their corresponding weights.
(6) Output layer: Get the probability of each entity category through Softmax. Our model defines four networks, including two CNN, one Bi-GRU, and one Softmax. One of the CNN uses character-level features to extract Chinese characters and make the following improvements CNN: defining a regional list embedding RLE, original order word of sentence corresponding to the input statement is maintained, then through a one-filter convolution layer to extract the local feature representation of varisized locations. By processing three same dimension filters, they can produce multiple different abstract feature mapping Pij at position i, and then perform convolution operations to produce a feature matrix similar to the position vector:
Through this improvement, on the one hand, using multiple filters of different sizes to produce multiple local features on the word vector of position I, on the other hand, the newly generated abstract feature sequences still maintain the same contextual lexical logic relationship as the original text, which plays an important impact in improving relational classification effect. And the abstract feature sequence is used as the input of the next layer of GRU, which can realize to assemble convolution layer and Bi-GRU with a unified structure.
Embedding Layer
Our method has two embedding, namely Chinese character embedding and Chinese word (Chinese vocabulary) vectors. Chiu and Nichols [5] et al. used CNN to extract character-level features, and they achieved good goal in entity recognition. We use the means in [6] . First, we get Chinese character features by using our modified CNN to train, then use word2vec to pre-train Chinese word vector (original word vector, ) from the corpus ACE2005, and then average Chinese character vectors and Chinese word vector as a new different word vector V of Chinese word, finally, and V are put together to as final input embedding of model.
Bi-GRU Layer
(1) LSTM can overcome RNN's imperfection in long-distance dependence aspect, GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) is a variant of LSTM, Due to GRU retains the LSTM merit its structure is simpler, its parameters are reduced and training rate are higher, so our model choose GRU, and we use bidirectional Bi-GRU structure. The calculation formula is shown in (1).Where Pt is output of CNN.
Attention Layer
Our model has two types attention, which used to acquire the importance degree of words and sentences in documents respectively. One is Chinese character-level attention which is embedded in BiGRU, model for each input sentence to do training, add the word level attention, and capture the keyword in a sentence. Another is Chinese vocabulary level attention for each category input sentence to do common training, add the word level attention model, capture the entity front and back pivotal language environment. 
Experiments

Dataset and Experimental Setup
Our experiment use Chinese corpus ACE2005 Chinese entity extraction task dataset. It has 6 categories of relationships and 9255 entity relationship. 4/5 of them were extracted as training data according to the category scale stochastic, and rest dataset 1/5 as test data. The verification set from the training set random sampling obtained.
In order to assess the consequence of our model in this paper, four existing methods are selected as comparisons. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a different neural network Chinese entities extract model, named RLE-BiGRU. The experimental results show that our method can exceed most of the existing methods, with only Chinese character vectors and Chinese word vectors and regional list embedding, no any additional features, could get high-level global features. 
